MP Letter: Charities
Removing 'the advancement of religion' as a charitable
purpose
You can read our report "For the public benefit?" here
MPs receive a lot of research and correspondence from campaigning organisations. When their
constituents also share these reports it shows that voters care about this issue.
You can use the below template to share the report and its findings and recommendations with
your MP; just enter your postcode to get started. Please consider taking the time to personalise it.
Let your MP know:
Why this matters to you
What you'd like them to do about it.
Any other interesting perspectives you may be able to offer on the issue.

Name*:
Email*:
Postcode*:
Address:
Message*:
Dear {{name}}
I'm writing to ask you to support the National Secular Society's
campaign to remove 'the advancement of religion' as a charitable
purpose.
By definition, charities should always benefit the public. The
benefits provided by most of the thirteen charitable purposes set
out in The Charities Act 2011 are clear; relieving poverty,
promoting good health, saving lives and protecting the environment
are undeniably in the public interest. But the benefit to the
public of 'the advancement of religion' is far more contestable and
is based on the outdated presumption that religion is inherently a
good thing.
The new National Secular Society report 'For the public benefit?'
finds that too many religious charities are receiving public funds
without delivering wider public benefits and, in some instances,
using public money to promote extremism and harmful practices. You
can download the report at www.secularism.org.uk/charities/charityreport.
The reports findings include:
* The sole purpose of many charities is to advance religion, some
of which are large, well-known and wealthy organisations.* Out of
the 165 religious charities with an annual income of over £10
million, over 25% list no objectives apart from religious
activities.* 7% of all registered charities only list "religious
activities" in their charitable purposes - equating to over 12,000
charities.* Some of these organisations are undermining public
trust in charities by promoting and facilitating harmful religious
practices, such as 'gay cure therapy', infant circumcision and non-

stun animal slaughter.* Despite the Charity Commission stating that
charities can never have a political purpose, many religious
charities are highly politicised, with some promoting extremist and
views.* With the Charities Act accepting the advancement
*divisive
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of religion as a charitable purpose, religious organisations are
eligible to receive tax breaks on the grounds of advancing religion
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alone,
despite the fact that 53% of British adults today do not
identify with a religion, and a majority of the public believe
religious causes more harm than good.
Faith groups contribute greatly to social capital and have
historically played an important role in the charity sector on a
wide range of issues and these charities should be congratulated.
However, gaining charitable status is and must be an entirely
secular endeavour whereby tax benefits are provided in exchange for
the public good that a charity provides.
Removing the advancement of religion from the list of charitable
purposes would require religious charities to justify their
charitable status in exactly the same way that secular
organisations must do. In this way, not only could the public begin
to rebuild its trust in the trust in the charitable sector, but it
could develop a greater confidence that the taxpayer is only
supporting the charities that genuinely deliver a public benefit.
I urge you to ask the minister responsible to review the status of
"the advancement of religion" as a charitable purpose with a view
to aligning the sector with public expectations of charity,
restoring money to the public purse, and relieving the burden on
charity regulators.
Yours sincerely,

